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Abstract
Computer simulation of fluid flow in the presence of complex geometries
with mesh-free particle methods requires that the geometry be captured ac-
curately. Methods like weakly-compressible and incompressible smoothed
particle hydrodynamics (SPH) perform better when the particle distribution
is uniform. Moreover, SPH schemes typically require the mass or volume
to be constant for all particles. For a uniform density, this necessitates a
good initial particle distribution. In this paper, various particle packing
algorithms present in literature are implemented and compared with the in-
tention of capturing the boundaries accurately while maintaining a uniform
particle distribution of both the fictitious boundary and fluid particles. An
improved SPH-based algorithm is proposed which produces better particle
distributions in both two and three dimensions. Some challenging geome-
tries are constructed to demonstrate the accuracy of the new algorithm. The
implementation of the algorithm is open source and the manuscript is fully
reproducible.
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Licensing provisions : BSD 3-Clause
Programming language: Python
External routines/libraries : PySPH (https://github.com/pypr/pysph),
matplotlib (https://pypi.org/project/matplotlib/), compyle (https:
//pypi.org/project/compyle/), automan (https://pypi.org/project/
automan/), paraview(https://www.paraview.org/download/).
Nature of problem: Particle methods require that complex geometries be rep-
resented accurately when discretized with particles. The particles should be
homogeneously distributed inside, outside, and on the surface of the geome-
try. A particle packing algorithm is proposed to achieve this. For a fluid flow
past a solid body, the code generates a set of solid particles inside and on the
surface surrounded by fluid particles such that the density is homogeneous.
These set of particles can be placed any where in the main simulation. The
user is provided with a few options to achieve results faster in the case of
smooth geometries. This improves the accuracy of the boundary conditions
and produces smooth flow near the boundary.
Solution method : An SPH-based algorithm is proposed where the number
density gradient, a repulsion force, and a damping force are used to move
particles. Particles are constrained near the boundary to move along the
surface. Particles are iteratively projected onto the boundary surface. Once
a uniform distribution of particles is achieved, the particles are separated into
interior and exterior particles using the boundary information. This may be
used directly as an input for particle-based simulation.
Additional comments : The source code for this repository can be found at
https://gitlab.com/pypr/sph_geom.
1. Introduction
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is a mesh-free numerical method
for simulation of continuum mechanics problems. It was first proposed by
Gingold and Monaghan [1] and Lucy [2]. Unlike mesh-based methods, the
SPH method employs particles that carry physical properties. The SPH
method has been employed to study a wide variety of problems. In order
to simulate problems involving complex shapes, the important features of
the geometry need to be captured accurately. Furthermore, given a fluid
and a solid boundary, many SPH methods require that both the fluid and
solid particles be distributed in a uniform manner to prevent spurious er-
rors and implement the boundary conditions accurately (readers are referred
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to Violeau and Rogers [3], for more information on types of boundary con-
dition implementation techniques in SPH). The particles must therefore be
arranged carefully to capture the geometry while also be homogeneous for
the SPH method to be accurate and effective. There have been some earlier
attempts to do this in the context of SPH in [4, 5, 6, 7].
Colagrossi et al. [6] devised a particle packing algorithm which uses the
kernel gradient to distribute the particle in two-dimensions around a solid
body such that the simulation starts smoothly. In order to generate the two-
dimensional solid, the method proposed by Marrone et al. [8] was employed.
The method constructs solid boundary using piecewise linear curves (PLC).
These are translated along the normal and discretized into equispaced particle
according to the desired particle spacing, ∆s, upto the required number of
layers. Xiao et al. [9] proposed an algorithm to divide the two-dimensional
domain of interest into square shaped sub-domains. The sub-domains having
area equal to the desired area (∆s2) are directly converted to particles. Other
particles near the boundary are given partial mass iteratively. None of these
approaches consider three-dimensional geometries. Domı´nguez et al. [10]
constructs geometries by clipping the grid with the boundary of the geometry,
and this necessitates using a much higher resolution to capture the features
better. Akinci et al. [5] proposed a scheme to place particles over triangles
of length greater then the particle spacing. This approach provides a good
density distribution and has been employed to simulate flow for graphics
applications in three dimensions. In a different context, Jiang et al. [7] used
the SPH method for packing particles in order to sample blue noise. This
method focuses on packing the particles inside and on the surface of the
body. The method does not generate any particles outside the body. In
order to obtain a uniform particle distribution, a kernel gradient along with
a cohesive force proposed by Akinci et al. [5] is used. It balances the extra
force on the particles near the surface.
It is important to note that the following features are desirable for an
initial distribution of particles in the context of a fluid flow around a complex
solid body:
• The particles defining the solid should capture the boundary surface
accurately and not introduce artifacts due to the structure of the dis-
cretization. As an example, a grid of points will never be able to con-
form to a curved boundary surface and introduces an artificial stair-case
structure in the boundary.
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• The fictitious solid particles inside the solid body should be uniformly
distributed.
• The initial distribution of fluid must conform to the contours of the
body surface.
• The density of the resulting particle distribution should be as uniform
as possible in both the fluid and solid domains.
In this paper, the methods proposed by Colagrossi et al. [6] and Jiang
et al. [7] are implemented. Since the method of Jiang et al. [7] does not
by default generate particles in the exterior, a modification of the algorithm
is proposed so that it generates the desired particles in the interior and
exterior. A novel SPH-based method to construct two and three-dimensional
geometries, at a given resolution, keeping the features of the geometry as
detailed possible is proposed. The following nomenclature to refer to the
methods for easy understanding is used henceforth:
• Standard : The geometry is created using the method proposed by Mar-
rone et al. [8] and particles are packed using the method proposed by
Colagrossi et al. [6]. It must be noted that the method proposed in [8]
is limited to two-dimensional geometries.
• Coupled : The interior (solid) and exterior (fluid) are created separately
using the method proposed by Jiang et al. [7]. Once these converge,
the interior and exterior interact using the method of [6] keeping the
boundary interface fixed.
• Hybrid : The proposed new method which combines features from the
above two approaches.
The hybrid method uses the SPH kernel gradient to move the particles as
proposed by Colagrossi et al. [6] along with a strong repulsion force, which
comes into effect only when two particles are closer than the particle spacing.
The particles on the boundary are allowed to move over the surface only as
done in [7]. Particles that are not on the boundary, are allowed to move in
and out of the boundary surface. Particles are projected on the boundary
which introduces disorder causing the other particles to adjust accordingly.
It is important to note that the proposed algorithm can be applied in the
context of any general purpose SPH framework. This makes the approach
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relatively easy to integrate into SPH codes. The present implementation uses
the open source PySPH framework [11, 12].
The particle distributions generated using the above methods are com-
pared for different geometries. It is demonstrated that the hybrid method
ensures an accurate boundary, while preserving a uniform density of parti-
cles in the interior of the solid, and in the fluid. It therefore satisfies all the
requirements listed above. The accuracy of the proposed method is demon-
strated by performing an SPH function and derivative approximation for a
known function.
The paper is divided into three sections. The next section describes the
algorithms implemented in detail. In section 3, different geometries are con-
structed using the algorithms implemented. In the interest of reproducibility,
the implementation of the algorithms is open source and all the results are
fully reproducible.
2. Particle packing algorithms
In this section the proposed hybrid algorithm followed by other algorithms
are discussed in detail.
2.1. Hybrid Algorithm
The schematic shown in fig. 1, depicts the initial arrangement of particles
as well as the different kinds of particles. Hereafter, the particles which
do not affect the packing are referred as ‘nodes’. The different kinds of
particles/nodes are,
• Free particles : These are initially distributed uniformly in either a rect-
angular or hexagonal-packed arrangement and are allowed to move any-
where in the domain.
• Frozen particles : These are a set of fixed particles which surround the
free particles in order to provide support to the kernel.
• Boundary surface: The surface of the geometry that is discretized. It
is represented by a set of fixed points, called “geometry nodes” which
do not influence any other particles.
• Geometry node: These are points that discretize the boundary surface,
they also capture the local surface normals of the geometry.
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Boundary surface
Geometry node
Boundary particle
Free particle
Frozen particle
Figure 1: Schematic of the initial distribution of particles and the different kinds of par-
ticles.
• Boundary particles : The particles which are constrained to move along
the “boundary surface”.
Given the initial distribution of particles, the overall flow of the algorithm
is shown in fig. 2. The flowchart is described below in a little more detail as
follows.
• The algorithm requires two inputs, the geometry information, and the
desired particle spacing. These are to be provided by the user.
• All the particles are initially placed on a regular hexagonal or rectan-
gular lattice. The geometry nodes are initialized (see section 2.1.1).
• The accelerations on the boundary and free particles (the green block
in fig. 2) is computed using a number density gradient, and a repulsive
force (see section 2.1.2).
• As the free particles move, if they are close enough to the boundary
surface, they are converted to boundary particles (see section 2.1.3).
• The boundary particles are constrained to move only along the bound-
ary surface (see section 2.1.4). The free particles are iteratively con-
verted to boundary particles until no particle is sufficiently close.
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Initial
projection
Initialize particles
Initialize geometry
nodes
Geometry specification
Compute acceleration
Move particles
Project free particles
on boundary surface
Any particles
projected?
Converged?
Stop
Find internal
points
No
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Yes
No
to simulation
Figure 2: Flowchart of the particle packing algorithm. The box outlined in dashed red
lines is the initial projection phase.
• During the initial projection phase, which is denoted by the red dashed
line in the fig. 2, the particles are regularly projected (see section 2.1.3)
onto the boundary surface. Once the number of particles that need to
be projected is zero for a few consecutive iterations, the algorithm
checks for the convergence of the algorithm (see section 2.1.5).
• The algorithm stops when the displacement of the particles is less than
a user-defined tolerance (see section 2.1.5).
At the end of the iterations, the boundary and free particles inside and
outside the surface are packed as desired. The combination of the boundary
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and free particles may be placed anywhere in the main simulation in place of
uniformly spaced points as shown in fig. 3. The particles inside the dashed
box are the pre-processed particles divided into fluid and solid particles (see
section 2.1.7). Once the particles are replaced, the simulation can be car-
ried out using a suitable method. For example, this approach is convenient
to use in the context of open boundary conditions as in some recent SPH
research [13, 14]. The various aspects of the algorithm are described in the
subsequent sections.
Inlet Outlet
Solid
Fluid
Figure 3: The preprocessed patch (dashed) of particles placed in the appropriate location
in a typical simulation.
2.1.1. Initialization of geometry nodes
The geometry nodes which represents the boundary surface are first ini-
tialized. In a two-dimensional domain, a set of consecutive points are re-
quired to define the boundary surface. The geometry node coordinates are
initialized using these points. The outward normals nx, ny for any node i are
calculated using
nx,i = 0.5
(
yi+1 − yi
di+1,i
+
yi − yi−1
di,i−1
)
ny,i = −0.5
(
xi+1 − xi
di+1,i
+
xi − xi−1
di,i−1
) (1)
where di,j is the length of the segment joining node at (xi, yi) and (xj, yj)
and then normalized. The eq. (1) ensures that sharp corners of the curve
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have smooth normals. For a three-dimensional case, a triangulation of the
surface with outward normals is necessary. The centroid of each triangle and
its normal is used to initialize the geometry nodes.
In SPH, the actual boundary surface is exactly in between solid and fluid
particles. Thus, both in two and three dimensions, given a particle spacing
of ∆s, the geometry nodes are shifted by ∆s/2 inside the actual boundary
to correctly implement solid boundary condition [8]. In order to move the
nodes inwards, the following translation is performed on each geometry node
given by,
x = x− ∆s
2
nˆ, (2)
where, x is the position and nˆ is the unit normal. It must be noted that this
is optional and one can provide a pre-shifted surface and avoid eq. (2).
In special cases with sharp changes in the features of the geometry (an
airfoil trailing edge), when the nodes are moved inside, the boundary surface
tends to self-intersect. Such sharp corners are marked as hard-points. Af-
ter applying eq. (2), a free particle near the hard-point is placed on it and
converted to a hard boundary particle. The position of these hard boundary
particles do not change in the entire simulation. In two-dimensions, in order
to remove the intersection of boundary surface near the sharp corners, three
points before and after the hard-point are moved and placed along the line
joining the hard-point and fourth point on each side. It is ensured that the
first point on each side of the hard-point is very close to the hard-point in
order to easily divide interior and exterior particles discussed in section 2.1.7.
In case of a three-dimensional object, one has to make sure that the surface
does not intersect after applying eq. (2) or use a pre-shifted surface as an
input.
2.1.2. Motion of free and boundary particles
In this section, the dynamics of the particle motion is discussed. Two
forces are applied on the particles and together these regularize the particle
distribution. The two forces are, a number density gradient and a repulsive
force.
When particles, having mass m, are placed in a disordered fashion, they
exert a force on each other in order to reach an equilibrium position. The
acceleration ab due to this force is given by
ab = −∇pb
ρ
, (3)
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where pb is a constant background pressure [6]. In principle, the gradient of
a constant pressure would be zero, however, when we employ an SPH dis-
cretization there is a spurious force due to the particle disorder. This spurious
force is used to correct the particle position and obtain a uniform distribution
of particles where the gradient goes to zero. Using SPH approximation, we
discretize the above equation as
ab,i = −
∑
j
pb
ViVj
mi
∇Wij, (4)
where Vi =
mi
ρi
is the volume of the particles, where ρi =
∑
jmjWij, Wij =
W (|ri− rj|, h) is the kernel function chosen for the SPH discretization and h
is the support radius. The summation is over all the neighbors of particle i.
In this paper, the quintic spline kernel is used given by,
W (q) =

σ
[
(3− q)5 − 6(2− q)5 + 15(1− q)5] for 0 ≤ q ≤ 1,
σ
[
(3− q)5 − 6(2− q)5] for 1 < q ≤ 2,
σ (3− q)5 for 2 < q ≤ 3,
0 for q > 3,
(5)
where, σ = 1/(120h), 7/(478pih2), 1/(120pih3) in one, two and three-dimensions
respectively and q = |r|/h. The selection of pb is discussed in section 2.1.6.
In addition to this force a repulsive force (RF) similar to the one due to
Lennard Jones potential (LJP) is used to equilibrate the system. The new
repulsion force potential (PRF ) is given by
PRF = 12 kr
(
c2
r3
− c
r2
)
(6)
where kr is a constant. We set c = 2∆s/3, where α is the scaling factor.
The value α = 1 is set for all the test cases, however higher values may be
used to obtain a larger force. The gradient of eq. (6) gives us the force due
to PRF . The force is kept constant for r < ∆s/2 in order to avoid very large
repulsion forces. The SPH approximation of the acceleration due to eq. (6)
can be written as
aRF,i = −∇PRF,i =

∑
j 12 krnij
(
3c2
r4ij
− 2c
r3ij
)
rij > ∆s/2∑
j 12 krnij
(
3c2
r˜4ij
− 2c
r˜3ij
)
otherwise
(7)
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where nij = xij/rij and r˜ij = 0.5∆s. It is clear from eq. (7) that this force is
active only when particles come closer than the desired particle spacing. This
prevent particle pairing, which may happen due to large time steps. In fig. 4,
the comparison between the force due to LJP and RF is shown. Clearly, the
LJP repulsion force increases rapidly compared to our suggested repulsion
force. This allows us to use a larger time step during integration. Moreover,
unlike the force due to LJP, the new force does not introduce inter-particle
attraction.
Figure 4: Force due to LJ potential and the gradient of eq. (6) as a function of distance,
r.
As discussed in [6], a damping force is used to reduce the energy of the
system and for stability. The acceleration due to damping is given by
ad = −ζu, (8)
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where ζ is the damping constant and u is the velocity. The value of the
damping constant ζ is discussed in section 2.1.6. The eq. (8) is discretized
as
ad,i = −ζui (9)
where, ui is the velocity of the i
th particle. Thus, the equation of motion of
particles due to these forces is given by
du
dt
= −∇pb
ρ
−∇PRF − ζu (10)
The above equation can be converted into SPH form using eqs. (4), (7)
and (9). It must noted that the combination of background pressure force
and the repulsion force produces repulsion when particles are disordered.
This can also be accomplished by using particle shifting technique (PST)
first proposed by Xu et al. [16].
On using eq. (10) the velocities and new positions are calculated using a
semi-implicit, first order integration given by
ui(t+ ∆t) = ui(t) + ∆tai(t)
ri(t+ ∆t) = ri(t) + ∆t ui(t+ ∆t)
(11)
In the case of boundary particles, the velocities are corrected to constrain
them to move along the surface (see section 2.1.4). It should be noted that
the packing algorithm only ensures that particle distributions are regular and
therefore using a higher order integrator would not promise better results.
The stability of the method in a two and three dimensional domain for
finite perturbation under the action of forces described above is studied. A
domain of size 1 unit along each coordinate direction is considered. Particles
are placed with a spacing of ∆s = 0.05. The value of pb, ζ, kr and ∆t
are set as discussed in section 2.1.6. A single particle close to the center is
perturbed by ∆s/4 in each direction. The particles are moved using eq. (10)
and eq. (11). The stability of the following initial distribution of particles is
considered:
• hexagonal packing with number density (ND) gradient.
• hexagonal packing with ND + repulsion force (RF ).
• rectangular packing with ND gradient.
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• rectangular packing with ND +RF .
The error in every iteration is evaluated using
L∞(ρ− ρo) = max({(ρi − ρo,i),∀i ∈ 1..N}) (12)
where N is the number of particles in the domain. In fig. 5a and fig. 5b
the L∞(ρ− ρo) is plotted with time for 2D and 3D domain respectively with
ρo = 1.0. It is evident from the figure that in 2D, all the combinations
perform well and do not diverge. In case of the 3D domain, rectangular
lattices are unstable under the influence of all combination of forces. The
hexagonal lattice with all combination of forces converge to lower values of
the error as evident from the figure. Thus, in all the test cases, hexagonal
packing is used.
(a) 2D (b) 3D
Figure 5: Density convergence with a particle at center perturbed by ∆s/4
2.1.3. Projecting free particles to the surface
Initially, the boundary particles are unlikely to conform to the boundary
surface. At t = 0 no particles are assigned as boundary particles. Free
particles are converted to boundary particles after every 30 iterations. This
is called as the “project frequency”. The project frequency is a user defined
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parameter. Increasing this does not guarantee better results however a very
small value is not recommended. In order to perform projection, two different
criteria are employed depending upon whether the initial projection in fig. 2
is complete or not. First, the distance of each free particle along the normal
of the nearest geometry node is determined and following criteria is applied:
• In the initial projection, all the free particles are chosen which are closer
than ∆s/2. Out of those, 10% of the total required surface particles,
Ns, are selected and converted to boundary particles. The iterations
proceed until no particles are projected onto the boundary on four
consecutive projections.
• After the initial projection is over, the fraction of the total required
particles is set to max(10%(Ns − N), 2), where N is the number of
boundary particles, and the threshold is increased to 0.65∆s. This
handles corner cases where particles are just outside 0.5∆s.
It must be noted that the value of total surface particles Ns is determined
using the surface area and a flat surface assumption (see section 2.1.8). This
iterative conversion of free particles to boundary particles is necessary in
order to capture the surface more accurately.
2.1.4. Motion of boundary particles
As discussed earlier, the motion of the boundary particles are constrained
along the boundary surface. Figure 6 illustrates the motion of a boundary
particle (in blue) along the geometry represented by nodes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.
First the geometry node nearest to the boundary particles in the direction
of the particle’s velocity is found. Consider a boundary particle bi, and a
boundary node j, near bi. The nearest node nbi is determined by
nbi = arg min
j
{rbij | j ∈ Nbi and xbij · ubi < 0} (13)
where, xbij = xbi − xj, rbij = |xbij|, ubi is the velocity of the boundary
particle and Nbi is the number neighboring nodes of boundary particle bi. In
fig. 6, the node 2 satisfies both the condition in eq. (13). Using the nearest
node, nbi the direction of motion, xˆr = −xˆbinbi (where xˆ = x/|x|). Thus, the
boundary particle position is updated using the following equation
xm+1bi = x
m
bi
+ (um+1bi · xˆr)xˆr∆t, (14)
where m is the time step. The boundary particles are projected accurately
back on the surface according to the project frequency.
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boundary particle
geometry node
Figure 6: Motion of boundary particle along the geometry.
2.1.5. Convergence criteria
As pointed out by Jiang et al. [7], for a perfectly packed distribution of
particles, the value of ∇W must converge to zero. However, this would take a
lot of computational time. In case of geometries having irrational volumes like
the unit circle (V=pi), one could never achieve a perfect convergence, given
a fixed resolution. Thus, similar to [7], the following criteria for convergence
is used
max(ui)∆t
h
< 10−4 (15)
where, ui is the velocity magnitude of i
th particle and the maximum is taken
over all the particles. In order to converge faster using the above criterion,
the value of ζ is increased by 1% every time the convergence is checked for.
The increase in ζ will slow down the particles.
2.1.6. Determining the constants and time-step
The proposed algorithm has many constant which may affect the simu-
lation in different ways. In order to have a consistent behavior the values of
parameters like pb, ζ, kr, and ω are fixed heuristically. Based on numerical
experiments, a suitable combination of parameters has been determined such
that the repulsion force on the particle is half of the number density force. To
find the suitable values, a 2D lattice of points is considered. A single particle
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Domain pb kr ζ
2D 2500∆s 10∆s2 2
(
1√
∆s
+ 1
∆s
)
3D 2500∆s 15∆s2 2
(
1√
∆s
+ 1
∆s
)
Table 1: Values of the various parameters chosen.
is perturbed by ∆s/4 in each direction. A similar procedure is applied on
a 3D lattice. The values shown in table 1 are found using this to produce
roughly the desired magnitude of forces. The value of pb has been chosen
arbitrarily and the rest of the values are automatically determined from this
value. The value of ζ is chosen relatively small in the under-damped region
to allow the particles to move freely until convergence starts. The factor of
∆s in the values of pb and kr ensure that the force on a particle remain same
for different resolutions. In order to ensure stability, the time step, ∆t used
in the simulation is set as follows,
∆tpb = 0.1
h√
pb
∆tζ =
√
0.1
h
ζui
∆t = min(∆tpb ,∆tζ)
(16)
where ui is the speed of the i
th particle.
2.1.7. Separating interior and exterior particles
At the end of the simulation, both interior (particles inside the boundary
surface) and exterior particles (particles outside the boundary surface) are
uniformly distributed. The interior particles along with the boundary parti-
cles are extracted and used as solid particles, while the rest of the particles
are used as fluid particles. In order to detect interior and exterior particles,
this simple SPH based procedure is adopted:
Step 1: Find the nearest boundary node j to free particle i. Let the normal
at the point j be nˆj.
Step 2: If xij · nˆj > 0 then the particle i is outside, otherwise it is inside.
Step 3: Step 1− 2 are performed for all particles near the boundary surface.
For particles that are not near the boundary surface, the neighbors
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of the given particle are checked and used to set whether the particle
is interior or exterior.
This process provides a simple method of identification of the interior and
exterior particles.
2.1.8. Obtaining faster convergence
The algorithm discussed above is the basic form, which adds particles
slowly to the boundary. In case when the boundary surface is smooth and
does not have sharp changes, the following approaches can be taken to speed
up the packing process:
• Using surface point prediction: In the proposed algorithm, the prede-
fined boundary surface is used. The area (or length) of the surface,
As can be easily determined from the input provided. The number of
points, Ns, that are required on the surface is evaluated by assuming
that the surface is flat, using As/∆s
d−1, where d is the number of spa-
tial dimensions. As discussed in section 2.1.3, only 10%Ns particles are
added every 30 iterations from free particles to the boundary. However,
when the boundary is smooth one may project 90%Ns at the start di-
rectly and start moving the particles. The value of 90%Ns is chosen
since the actual surface may not be a flat surface. If there is any de-
ficiency in the particles they could be rectified during the convergence
stage.
• Filter layers near the boundary surface : Conforming particles to the
boundary surface requires that only some of the particles be moved.
Thus, one could filter free particles near the boundary surface and
freeze the other particles.
• Reduce project frequency: The project frequency is the number of it-
eration that are performed between two steps of projection of free par-
ticles to boundary. One can reduce it slowly once the initial projection
is complete.
2.2. Standard Packing
In this method, the interior of a 2D object is constructed by using the
method proposed by Marrone et al. [8]. The object boundary is represented
by a piecewise linear curve (PLC) with normals to the boundary pointing
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out of the solid. The first layer of the interior is generated by moving the
PLC points into the body along the normal by ∆s/2 where ∆s is the particle
spacing. Now the new PLC is discretized into particles such that each particle
is approximately ∆s distance apart along the PLC. Now the new PLC is
further moved further into the body the normal by ∆s and discretized again.
This procedure is repeated until the desired number of layers of solid particles
are generated. It must be noted that this works only for 2D objects.
Once the object is created, fluid particles are placed around the solid par-
ticles. The method proposed by Colagrossi et al. [6] is used to pack particles
around the fixed solid particles. In order to initialize the particle position, a
grid of evenly distributed particles is considered and only the particles out-
side (defined by direction of normal) the boundary surface represented by the
PLC are kept. It must be noted that since only kernel gradient is used as a
repulsion force amongst the particles, it is prone to particle clumping [15, 17].
The particles are subjected to a damping force to dissipate the energy of the
system. Hence the force on any particle is governed by
dui
dt
= −β∇Γi − ζui, (17)
where β = 2Pb/ρo and Γi =
∑
jWijVj. The value of β and ζ is set directly
as described in section 2.1.6. The same SPH discretization is used as done
in equation eq. (4) and eq. (9). The convergence criteria remains same as
discussed in section 2.1.5.
2.3. Coupled packing
Jiang et al. [7] proposed a packing algorithm for solid objects both in 2D
and 3D in order to sample blue noise. A repulsion force which is similar to
the one used in [6] is used along with damping. However a symmetric form
of SPH discretization is used given by
ab,i = −mipb
∑
j
mj
(
1
ρ2i
+
1
ρ2j
)
∇Wij, (18)
where Wij is the cubic spline kernel function. In the present implementation,
a constant background pressure, pb is used, unlike the original method where
pb = k(ρ − ρo) where k is a constant. Since the particles near the surface
lack supporting particles, a large force acts upon them. In order to keep the
particles inside a confined region, the particles nearer than 0.05h are moved
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along the boundary surface. The motion along the surface is done in a similar
manner as in case of hybrid method described in section 2.1.2. In order to
capture the boundary accurately the boundary particles are projected back
to the surface in every iteration. If one were to only use eq. (18), it would
result in more number of particles pushed towards the boundary. In order to
counteract the force on the particles near the boundary, Jiang et al. [7] used
a cohesion force proposed by Akinci et al. [18]. The acceleration due to this
force in SPH form is given by
ac,i = −miγ
∑
j
mjkijCijnˆij (19)
where kij = 2ρo/(ρi + ρj), nˆij = xij/rij and Cij is the spline kernel in [18]
given by
C(q) =
32
pihd

(1− q)3q3 0.5 < q < 1
2(1− q)3q3 − 1
64
0 < q < 0.5
0 otherwise
(20)
Domain 1
Domain 2
Interface
Domain 2
boundary
Domain 1
boundary
External
boundary
Figure 7: Schematic for the coupled packing algorithm. The external region is marked as
domain 2 and the internal region is marked as domain 1.
Jiang et al. [7] have not specified a way to choose the value of the constants
in eq. (18) and eq. (19). The values of γ = 20, pb = 10 and h = ∆s are
heuristically chosen for all the simulations. It must be noted that there
is no exterior defined in [18]. In this work, the exterior is also packed in
the same manner as the interior by moving the boundary surface by ∆s/2
and −∆s/2 for exterior and interior respectively. These are handled in two
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different passes as discussed below. In fig. 7, the interior domain (domain
1) is enclosed within a thick dashed line and the exterior with a thin dashed
line (domain 2). Each domain is filled with a different pattern. The domain
2 having an external boundary has frozen particles outside. The solid line
represents the boundary surface.
In the first pass, the domain 1 and 2 are solved separately using the
approach of Jiang et al. [7]. In this case, each domain is unaware of the
other. The boundary particle projection is performed onto the dashed lines
of the respective boundaries. For particles that are lying in between the two
dashed boundaries of domain 1 and 2, the following is done. If a particle is
in the exterior region (outside the boundary surface) it is moved along the
normal by a distance ∆s into the domain 2. Similarly particles between the
boundary surface and the domain 1 boundary are moved into the domain 1.
This is done for a predetermined time at which point the projections on the
boundary are largely completed. This ensures that all particles are sorted by
either interior or exterior and have an interface which they cannot cross i.e.
the dashed lines.
Once this is done, in the second pass, the particles on the interior surface
i.e. inside the thick dashed line are constrained to move along the actual
boundary. All other particles are allowed to freely move using eq. (18). Using
this approach, a uniform distribution is obtained both inside and outside the
surface. It is noted that the original implementation was used to sample
blue noise and does not require external particles. The presence of exterior
particles eliminates the need for the cohesion force and is not added once
domain 1 and 2 starts interacting.
The proposed algorithms are implemented in the open-source SPH frame-
work, PySPH [11]. The present implementation is open source and freely
available with this manuscript at https://gitlab.com/pypr/sph_geom. All
the results shown in the next section are fully reproducible using a simple
automation framework [19].
3. Results and discussion
In this section all the algorithms discussed in previous section are com-
pared. The algorithms are first compared for a very simple geometry, a
circular cylinder in two dimensions.
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Figure 8: Solid (Red) and fluid (Blue) particles for a circular cylinder for ∆s = 0.1.
Figure 9: Density distribution of the packed particles for the circular cylinder geometry
for ∆s = 0.1.
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(a) Function (b) Derivative
Figure 10: L2 error for SPH approximation of function and its derivative for the circular
cylinder geometry.
3.1. Circular cylinder
The flow of an incompressible fluid past a cylinder is a well known bench-
mark problem. In order to obtain a good comparative study, one desires to
remove the effect of the surface irregularities due to the underlying method
of geometry creation. In this test case, the circular cylinder constructed
using all the approaches discussed in section 2 are compared. A cylinder
of diameter D = 2m is considered. In fig. 8, the geometry with particle
spacing ∆s = 0.1 made using different methods is shown. It is clear that
the hybrid method produces a uniform particle distribution. In case of the
coupled method, a large number of particles near the wall surface is seen.
The standard method seems to have uniform particles owing to it’s construc-
tion. In order to investigate this further, the density distribution is plotted
as shown in fig. 9. The density distribution is obtained using the well known
summation density. Clearly, the coupled method show high density near the
surface and standard method shows a low density on the solid since ∆s par-
ticle distance is assumed over a curved surface. The total density variation
is 8%, 16%, and 2.5% for the standard, coupled and hybrid methods respec-
tively. Thus, it is clear that the proposed hybrid method shows excellent
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distribution with the maximum variation of 2.5%.
The quantitative improvement is studied by interpolating a C∞ function
over the packed particles given by
f(x, y, z) = sin(x2 + y2 + z2). (21)
The function and its derivative is approximated using
< f(x) >=
∑
j
f(xj)Wij
mj
ρj
(22)
and
< fx(x) >=
∑
j
f(xj)Wij,x
mj
ρj
(23)
respectively. The L2 error in the approximation is evaluated using
L2(f − fo) =
√∑
j(f(x)− fo(x))2
N
(24)
where, fo is the SPH function approximation on a regular mesh of points.
The value of the function is set as per the position of each particle as f(xi).
This is then interpolated onto a regular mesh using eqs. (22) and (23). The
same is done for the regular points themselves to obtain the reference fo
value at each point. The value of h is varied in order to get convergence. A
value of h/∆s = 1.0 is taken for ∆s = 0.1 and linearly varied to h/∆s = 1.5
for ∆s = 0.02. The quintic spline kernel is used for the interpolation. When
comparing the derivatives, only the x derivative is considered. In fig. 10a and
fig. 10b, L2(f − fo) and L2(f ′− f ′o) are shown. In these plots the errors near
the center of the cylinder are not evaluated as they do not affect the flow
and the standard method performs poorly in this region. This change allows
for a fair comparison. Hence, the L2 norm is evaluated only over the points
where r > 0.45 D. It is clear that the hybrid method shows a significant
improvement compared to both coupled and standard methods. The coupled
method is slightly better than the standard method. The standard method
shows large error due to the way in which the surface is represented.
3.2. Zig-Zag Wall
The zig-zag wall is one of the test cases proposed by Marrone et al. [8]
used to demonstrate the δ-SPH method. They employ the standard packing
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Figure 11: Solids (Red) and fluids (Blue) for the zig-zag wall for ∆s = 0.05
Figure 12: Density distribution for the zig-zag wall for ∆s = 0.05
algorithm in order to generate solid body and pack the fluid particles around.
In this test case, particles are packed using all the algorithms and compared.
The zig-zag wall is an excellent test case for packing since it has both concave
and convex sharp edges. In order to generate a solid using the standard
method, the corner points are moved along the angle bisector and uniform
points are generated using these points as endpoints. In the other algorithms,
these sharp points are referred as hard points and the method discussed in
section 2.1.2 is employed to automatically restrict the motion of these points.
In fig. 11, the solid and fluid particles packed with ∆s = 0.05 using
different algorithms are shown. It is difficult to conclude which of these is
better. However on looking at the density distribution computed using the
summation density as shown in fig. 12 one can clearly see that the proposed
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(a) Function Approximation (b) Derivative Approximation
Figure 13: L2 error for SPH approximation of function and its derivative for the zig-zag
wall
method has much less deviation from the desired density. In case of coupled
method, higher density is observed at the concave corner. This occurs since
the particles from both sides push towards the interface at the first pass of the
coupled algorithm as discussed in section 2.3. The standard method shows
an uneven variation of density near the sharp edges which is not desirable.
The total density variation is 10%, 30% and 4% for standard, coupled and
hybrid methods respectively. It clearly shows that the hybrid method shows
very small density variations compared to other methods.
A similar analysis over the zig-zag wall is performed as done in case of
the cylinder. In order to remove the effect of the interior of the solid in the
standard case, the errors are computed only up to a distance of ∆s inside
the wall. In fig. 13a and fig. 13b, L2 norm for the error in function and its
derivative SPH approximation is plotted respectively. Clearly, the proposed
method performs very well as compared with the other methods.
3.3. Packing at different resolutions
In this example, the hybrid algorithm is applied on an arbitrary shaped
body. The methods discussed in section 2.1.8 to make the algorithm fast are
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Figure 14: Density distribution at different resolutions for an arbitrary shaped object.
(a) ∆s = 0.02 (b) ∆s = 0.01
Figure 15: Density distribution over an airfoil with a hard-point at the trailing edge
applied. The packing at different particle spacings are shown in fig. 14. The
particle spacings chosen are 0.05, 0.075, and 0.1. The particles are placed at
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∆x/2 distance away from the boundary. Clearly, the density distribution is
close to the desired value of 1.0. The particles conform to the body surface
and took 907, 1337 and 1855 iterations for particle spacing 0.1 and 0.075 and
0.05 respectively. This shows that the proposed algorithm is applicable to
complex two-dimensional geometries and the proposed acceleration methods
in section 2.1.8 produce good particle distributions.
In order to show the capability of hybrid method in the presence of sharp
angles, particles are packed in and around a symmetric NACA0015 airfoil.
The airfoil has a sharp corner at the trailing edge which makes it a good test
case for a packing algorithm. The end-point at the trailing edge is chosen as
a hard-point. Particles at resolution 0.02 and 0.01 are considered. In fig. 15a
and fig. 15b density distribution for particle spacing 0.02 and 0.01 are plotted
respectively. Again, it is seen that the proposed method is capable of packing
particles keeping the density as uniform as possible even in presence of sharp
features. It is important to note that the proposed packing algorithm is
automatic and no manual intervention apart from setting the hard points is
necessary.
3.4. Particle Packing in 3D
(a) Hybrid (b) Coupled
Figure 16: Density distribution on the surface of the ellipsoid for ∆s = 0.1.
One of the advantages of the proposed algorithm is that it can be easily
extended to a three-dimensional object unlike the standard method. In order
to compare the packing in 3D, particles are packed for a simple ellipsoid. The
ellipsoid has semi-major axis dimensions, a = 1.0, b = 0.5 and z = 0.75 along
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(a) Function Approximation (b) Drivative Approximation
Figure 17: L2 error for SPH approximation of function and its derivative for the ellipsoid
x, y and z axis respectively. In fig. 16a and fig. 16b, the packed particles
over the surface of the sphere for hybrid and coupled method are shown
respectively. The colour of the particles show the density distribution. In
order to show that the particles conform to the surface, the surface is pulled
along the normal by ∆s/2. It is clear that the hybrid method attains a
good distribution of particles resulting in a density distribution very close to
ρo = 1.0. In order to perform a quantitative analysis, again the comparison of
the function and derivative approximation used earlier is adopted. In fig. 17a
and fig. 17b, L2 error in SPH approximation of function and its derivative is
plotted respectively. As can be seen, the proposed method produces much
lower errors at lower resolutions.
In order to show the capability of the algorithm, the proposed algorithm
is also applied to the Stanford bunny geometry, as done by Jiang et al.
[7]. The geometry surface required must have outward normals, and the
mesh is corrected using a mesh manipulation tool. A particle spacing of
0.02 is chosen. In this case, the intention is to show how well the geometry
is captured, so the surface is not shifted inside. In fig. 16b, the particle
distribution over the surface of the bunny is shown. The results show the
applicability of the proposed algorithm to arbitrary shaped 3D objects. After
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Figure 18: Density distribution over ‘Standford bunny‘
pre-processing the 3D object can be placed anywhere in the domain, with
the surrounding particles.
4. Conclusions
This paper proposes an improved particle packing algorithm for the sim-
ulation of flows involving complex geometries in two and three dimensions.
Three different methods for packing particles around an arbitrary shaped ob-
ject are implemented and compared. The standard method which is proposed
by Colagrossi et al. [6] along with the solid object construction proposed by
Marrone et al. [8]. A modified version of that proposed by Jiang et al. [7]
which handles both the interior and exterior of the body. A new method
that uses the best features of these methods. The proposed method provides
an excellent density distribution as a result of evenly distributed particles.
Unlike the standard approach, it is applicable to both 2D and 3D domains.
Unlike the coupled method, no estimation of particles inside and outside is
required. The new method is also almost entirely automatic requiring no
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manual intervention. Several benchmark cases are shown which highlight
the accuracy of the proposed algorithm in two and three dimensions. The
algorithm may be applied as a pre-processing step before a mesh-free particle
simulation. This allows researchers to implement solid boundary conditions
accurately. An open source implementation of the manuscript is provided
and the manuscript is fully reproducible.
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